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chip vendor #CUs type short name
GTX 980 Nvidia 16 discrete 980
Quadro K5200 Nvidia 12 discrete K5200
Iris 6100 Intel 47 integrated 6100
HD 5500 Intel 24 integrated 5500
Radeon R9 AMD 28 discrete R9
Radeon R7 AMD 8 integrated R7
Mali-T628 ARM 4 integrated T628-4
Mali-T628 ARM 2 integrated T628-2

Table 1: The GPUs we used for empirical evaluation

1. Introduction
This is supplementary material as referenced in the pa-
per Portable Inter-Workgroup Barrier Synchronisation for
GPUs.

2. Custom OpenCL 2.0 Atomic
Implementations

The GPUs in Table 1 all support the OpenCL 2.0 mem-
ory model except for Nvidia and ARM chips. For these
chips, we provide custom implementations of the OpenCL
2.0 atomic operations. Our Nvidia implementation is based
on previous empirical testing of these chips [1]. We use
inline PTX (Nvidia’s low level intermediate language [2])
to provide Nvidia specific memory fences. Our ARM im-
plementation uses OpenCL 1.1 memory fence instructions.
Both use OpenCL 1.1 read-modify-write instructions. While
our implementations come with no proof of correctness, we
are conservative with our fence placement and encounter no
issues in our experiments (Section 5). These implementa-
tions should be seen as temporary until OpenCL 2.0 is more
widely supported.

We only provide the atomic operations used in the inter-
workgroup barrier (Section 4) and mutex implementations
(Appendix 3). These mappings may not be correct when

Atomic operation mapping
atomic int int

fetch add[acq rel,
device](l,v))

membar.gl;
atomic add(l,v);
membar.gl;

load[acq, device](l)
ret = *l;
membar.gl;

store[rel, device](l,v)
membar.gl;

*l = v;

exchange[acq rel,
device](l,v)

membar.gl;
atomic xchg(l,v);
membar.gl;

Table 2: Nvidia custom OpenCL 2.0 atomic mapping

Atomic operation mapping
atomic int int

fetch add[acq rel,
device](l,v))

mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);
atomic add(l,v);
mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);

load[acq, device](l)
ret = *l;
mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);

store[rel,
device](l,v)

mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);

*l = v;

exchange[acq rel,
device](l,v)

mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);
atomic xchg(l,v);
mem fence(GLOBAL FENCE);

Table 3: ARM custom OpenCL 2.0 atomic mapping

a larger portion of the memory model is considered (e.g.
SC and relaxed memory orders). Our Nvidia mapping is
given in Table 2 and our ARM mapping is given in Table 3.
Each atomic instruction takes a location l and optionally an
operand v. The memory order and scope annations are given
in square brackets. We list abbreviated names (e.g. dropping
atomic and explicit) for conciseness.



1 struct mutex {
2 atomic_int l;
3 };
4
5 void lock(mutex *m) {
6 while( atomic_exchange_explicit(&(m->l),
7 1, memory_order_acq_rel, memory_scope_device)
8 == 1);
9 }

10
11 void unlock(mutex *m) {
12 atomic_store_explicit(&(m->l), 0,
13 memory_order_release, memory_scope_device);
14 }

Figure 1: Inter-workgroup OpenCL spin-lock

1 struct mutex {
2 atomic_int counter;
3 atomic_int now_serving;
4 };
5
6 void lock(mutex *m) {
7 int ticket = atomic_fetch_add_explicit(&(m->counter),
8 1, memory_order_acq_rel,
9 memory_scope_device);

10
11 while( atomic_load_explicit(&(m->now_serving),
12 memory_order_acq, memory_scope_device)
13 != ticket);
14
15
16 }
17
18 void unlock(mutex *m) {
19 int tmp = atomic_load_explicit(&(m->now_serving),
20 memory_order_acquire, memory_scope_device);
21 tmp+=1;
22 atomic_store_explicit(&(m->now_serving),
23 tmp, memory_order_release, memory_scope_device);
24 }

Figure 2: Inter-workgroup OpenCL ticket-lock

3. Mutex Implementations
Here, we provide the implementation of the the two mu-
tex approaches used in this work. The spin-lock is shown
in Figure 1 and the ticket-lock is shown in Figure 2. See
Section 5.1 for explanation of these locks. These lock im-
plementations may not be optimal in terms of memory order
annotations (e.g. some accesses may be able to be demoted
to relaxed). However, we prefer to be conservative in our im-
plementations, especially given that the protocol (which uses
these locks) is only executed once per kernel.

4. Language and execution calculation
We alter the language covered by library abstraction: we
exclude atomic sections and rewrite the top-level parallel
composition of threads with a parallel composition of work-
groups: The language becomes:

C ::= skip | c | m | C;C |
if(x) {C} else {C} | while(x) {C}

G ::= C1 ‖ . . . ‖ Ck
L ::= {m = Cm | m ∈M}

C(L) ::= let L in

G1||| . . . |||Gn

The program is the combination of library L with meth-
ods m ∈ M , and a client C. The composition of threads is
now structured into a parallel composition of workgroups,
where each workgroup is itself a parallel composition of
threads. The commands then follow library abstraction:
they include skip, a set of base commands c ∈ BComm
(which we shall alter to include scoped accesses and bar-
riers), method calls m ∈ Method, sequential composition,
branching and loops.

The global barrier takes no arguments and provides no
return value, so although library abstraction provides argu-
ments and return values, we do not use them here.

Memory accesses. We support a very restricted subset of
OpenCL memory accesses as base commands:

• non-atomic stores, store(x, a), and loads, load(x),
• scoped release stores, storeREL,σ(x, a), and scoped ac-

quire loads, loadACQ,σ(x), for some scope σ ∈ {wg, dv},
and

• workgroup and global barriers, barrierwg and barrierdv.

Each of these base commands generates a corresponding
event in an execution according to the following set of rules.

Execution calculation. We augment the thread-local se-
mantics of library abstraction in the following ways:

• We introduce scopes to the store and load events of atom-
ics.

• We introduce barrier entry and exit events. In the thread-
local semantics, we make a set of the two event identi-
fiers, and keep them in an auxiliary.

• We have sequential composition build up a sequence of
these barrier event sets, one at the workgroup level and
one at the device level.

• We define a nested parallel composition of work-items,
in place of the flat parallel thread composition of library
abstraction, and we have this composition build a barrier
instance relation from the sequences of barrier identifiers.

Figure 3 presents these changes to the thread local seman-
tics.

5. Soundness theorem.
The soundness of the abstraction relation is captured by the
following theorem statement:



THEOREM 1 (Abstraction). Assume that (L1, I1), (L2, I2),
(C(L2), I ]I2) are safe, (C(L1), I ]I1) is non-interfering,
and (L1, I1) v (L2, I2). Then (C(L1), I ] I1) is safe and

client(JC(L1)K(I ] I1)) ⊆ client(JC(L2)K(I ] I2)).

This statement has only changed from that in library ab-
straction insofar as the underlying definitions of the memory
model and NONINTERF, and the proof that it holds need only
change in its supporting lemmas and propositions. The proof
of soundness of the abstraction relation relies on four other
properties:

1. The decomposition lemma, that provides us with the se-
mantics of the library and client parts of the program sep-
arately.

2. The composition lemma, that states that the behaviour
of the composition of the library and client parts of the
program can be defined by combining the execution sets
of the separate parts.

3. Per-execution safety under arbitrary extension of happens-
before.

4. Total ordering of interface accesses by sequenced-before.

The last two properties are straightforward to establish.
For the third note that the definition of heterogeneous races,
hr, implies that adding happens-before edges can only re-
move faults, so we have:

PROPOSITION 2. If an execution X is safe, then so is its
extension with any R.

The fourth property follows from the fact that the thread-
local semantics has not been extended in a way that intro-
duces partial ordering into the generation of the sequenced-
before, sb, relation.

PROPOSITION 3. For any consistent execution X ,

interf(hb(X)) ∩ thd = interf(sb(X)).

Decomposition lemma

LEMMA 4 (Decomposition). For any X ∈ JC(L1)K(I ] I1)
satisfying NONINTERF,

client(X) ∈ JC, hbL(core(lib(X)))KI; (1)

lib(X) ∈ JL1, hbC(core(client(X)))KI1. (2)

Furthermore,

• client(X) and lib(X) satisfy NONINTERF; and
• if X is unsafe, then so is either client(X) or lib(X).

The proof of decomposition follows that of library ab-
straction closely, and relies on several other properties. The
first is a direct consequence of the structure of the axioms of
the model.

PROPOSITION 5. Consider an execution X and a set of
actions B ⊆ A(X). Let X ′ = X|B . For every one of the
following axioms, if X satisfies the axiom, then X ′ does:
ACYCLICITY, COHERENCE, and ATOMICRF.

Now we consider the proof of Lemma 4. First note that
because X satisfies NONINTERF, it is clear that client and
library projections of X are reproducible by the thread-local
semantics:

(A(client(X)), sb(client(X)), bi(client(X)) ∈ 〈C(·)〉I;
(A(lib(X)), sb(lib(X)), bi(lib(X))) ∈ 〈MGCs(L1)〉I1,

where s represents the thread and workgroup structure of
C(L1). It is also clear that NONINTERF holds for client(X)
and lib(X). Now we establish the consistency of client(X)
and lib(X). Proposition 5, leaves us only NONATOMICRF
remaining to establish under the extended happens-before
relation.

Because NONINTERF holds over X , we know that mo, rf
and bi do not cross between the library and the client, and
therefore the projection of sw from X matches its deriva-
tion in the extended execution. Now we must show that
NONATOMICRF holds under each extension in the client
and the library case. They are analogous, so we work on the
client case. We let R = hbL(core(lib(X))), and we show
that:

hb(client(X)) =

(sb(client(X)) ∪ sw(client(X)) ∪R)+.
We have:

(sb(client(X)) ∪ sw(client(X)) ∪R)+ ⊆
(sb(X) ∪ sw(X) ∪ hb(X)+ ⊆ hb(X).

Since sb(client(X)), sw(client(X)) and R relate client ac-
tions only, this implies

(sb(client(X)) ∪ sw(client(X)) ∪R)+ ⊆
hb(client(X)).

We now show that:

hb(client(X)) ⊆
(sb(client(X)) ∪ sw(client(X)) ∪R)+.

Take an arbitrary edge (u, v) ∈ hb(client(X)). There
is a chain of edges from u to v in sb(X) and sw(X). By
inspecting the thread-local semantics, we see that we can
split any sb(X) edge in the chain to make all call and return
actions explicit. NONINTERF guarantees that sw(X) does
not cross between the library and the client. Hence, any
sequence of library actions in the chain is bounded by a call
and a return action, and those are covered by an R edge.
Following this observation further, we can replace every
sequence of library edges with the corresponding R edge,
and we have:

(u, v) ∈ (sb(client(X)) ∪ sw(client(X)) ∪R)+,



as required.
Then, because NONINTERF guarantees that all accesses

to a non-atomic location reside in only a single component,
we have NONATOMICRF and we have shown that:

client(X) ∈ JC, hbC(core(lib(X)))KI;
lib(X) ∈ JL1, hbL(core(client(X)))KI1.

Note that any heterogeneous race must be between two
accesses to the same component, by NONINTERF. There-
fore, any such race will also be a race in client(X) or lib(X),
as required.

Composition lemma

LEMMA 6 (Composition). Consider

X ∈ JC, hbL(core(Y ))KI;
Y ∈ JL2, hbC(core(X))KI2,

such that

• A(X) ∩ A(Y ) = interf(X) = interf(Y ) and otherwise
action identifiers in A(X) and A(Y ) are different;

• interf(sb(X)) = interf(sb(Y )); and
• X and Y satisfy NONINTERF.

Then for some Z ∈ JC(L2)K(I ] I2) we have X = client(Z)
and Y = lib(Z). Furthermore, if X is unsafe, then so is Z.

Again, the proof follows library abstraction closely.

PROPOSITION 7.



cross between components. We can identify parts of the cy-
cle in one component, say the client, and then, using the
call and return events, identify an edge in the other, say the
library, that is present in the happens-before extended exe-
cutions in the assumptions of the lemma. We have found a
cycle in this execution, a contradiction of our assumptions.

Finally note that if there is a heterogeneous race in X ,
by NONINTERF, and because we have established equality
over the happens-before projection, we know that there is a
heterogeneous race in Z as well, as required.

5.0.1 Soundness theorem: proof sketch
Given an execution X of C(L1), we decompose it into
client(X) and lib(X). We then apply abstraction under ex-
tension with the hb edges induced by client(X) to get a
library-local execution Y of L2 with a history matching
lib(X).We then compose Y with client(X) to produce the
required execution of C(L2).
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〈store(x, v, release, device)〉t = {({w}, {x}, (rel,= {w},W = {w}, locx = {w}, valv = {w}), ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)}
〈load(x, acquire, device)〉t = {({r}, {x}, (acq,= {r},R = {r}, locx = {r}), ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)}

〈barrier()〉t = {({b1, b2}, ∅, (entrywg = {b1}, exitwg = {b2}), {b1, b2}, {b1, b2}, {(b1, b2)}, ∅, [(b1, b2)])}
〈global barrier〉t = {({b1, b2}, ∅, (entrydv = {b1}, exitdv = {b2}), {b1, b2}, {b1, b2}, ∅, [(b1, b2)])}

〈C1;C2〉t = {(E1 ∪ E2, I1 ∪ I2, lbl1 ∪ lbl2, thd1 ∪ thd2 ∪ (E1×E2), sb1 ∪ sb2 ∪ sb1; sb2, ∅, bi1 · bi2)|
(E1, I1, lbl1, thd1, sb1, bi1) ∈ 〈C1〉t ∧ (E2, I2, lbl2, thd2, sb2, bi2) ∈ 〈C2〉t}

〈C1 ‖ . . . ‖ Cn〉 = {(
⋃n
t=1Et,

⋃n
t=1 It,

⋃n
t=1 lblt,

⋃n
t=1 thdt,

⋃n
t=1 sbt, biwg,

⋃n
t=1 bit) |

(∀t = 1..n. (Et, It, lblt, thdt, sbt, bit) ∈ 〈Ct〉)}∧
biwg = {(e1, e2) | e1, e2 ∈ (entrywg ∪ exitwg) ∧ ∃n t1 t2.e1 ∈ bt1,n ∧ e2 ∈ bt2,n}

}
〈let {m = Cm | m ∈M} in C1||| . . . |||Cn〉I =

{
(
⋃n
t=1Et,

⋃n
t=1 It,

⋃n
t=1 lblt,

⋃n
t=1 thdt,

⋃n
t=1 sbt, bi) |

((∀t = 1..n. (Et, It, lblt, thdt, sbt, biwg,t, bit) ∈ 〈Ct〉) ∧
(∀t = 1..n. ∀u.∃ finitely many v. (v, u) ∈ sbt)∧
bi = (

⋃n
t=1 biwg,t) ∪ {(e1, e2) | e1, e2 ∈ (entrydv ∪ exitdv) ∧ ∃n t1 t2.e1 ∈ bt1,n ∧ e2 ∈ bt2,n}

Figure 3: Thread-local semantics. lbl1 ∪ lbl2 is union over each label lifted to the list of all labels.
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